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SUBJECT: GABRIEL 

, 
In view of the interest shown by Dr. Smyth in radiation 

protection problems associated with the use of A-bombs as 
tactical weapons, I believe we should begin to consider an 

~~~~~~~~~----•!U'nproach to the job. These conclusions are based on the 
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j ollowing po in ts: 

l. lhck Smith will not be available to us after 
he completes the present report. 

2. It is not contemplated that the current Gabriel 
will go far enough toward answering the specific 
examples of radiation protection problems in which 
Dr. Smyth is interested. 

Some of the questions that should be considered are: 

(a) Can we use A-bombs, A-warheads, etc., 
without ultimate harm to our own troops 
or friendly populations? (This could 
include immediate as well as lon~ range 
effects for present generations., 

(b) What are the ultimate long range effects 
to future generations from the spreading 
of large amounts of radioactive materials 
around various countries. (This could 
include such things as effect on food 
production, genetics, etc.) 

(c) Psychological implications. (This could 
include future as well as immediate effects.) 

( d) Availability and usefulness of "Civil Defense" 
measures. 

This problem should be approached frc:m the operational 
analysis point of view and all angles should be thoroughly con
sidered. 
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If the Division of Biology and Medicine were to undertake 
the study, we would need to form a team of possibly a nuclear 
physicist, radiobiologist, geneticist and one person selected by 
virtue of business accomplishment and proven sound judgment. It 
is possible that an ad hoc group organized along the lines of the 
11 crave 11 study could be set up, given the problem with definite 
time limit for the final report. 

It is suggested that before any action such as that outlined 
above is taken, the necessary steps be taken to find out what the 
DOD has done in the way of studies of this nature. 
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